MC 13/4 15/10 (4 930' WLY of 14 1/2)

Found a Whitney Pipe with 15.
A is T.P. with a Steel Ball. A Tap set.
T.P. with Brass plate as a pipe.
Saying: Sea 13/4 MC TISRIOWVN.
Pipe is C North End of N-S fence.
line 9 S 20' from E-W Slough.

New BTS.
T Set A 44X445 While Ced Post
15 East of P.L.O.

14' Ridor S 44°W 10 35
Scribed MC 5/14 BTS.

8' Ridor S 39°W 6 55
Scribed MC 5/13 BTS.

S. Skinner 9/22/65 1-7
G. Another 10/11/65 B-26

See Notebook P-19 Page 55
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